Abadai Khan (of the Khalkha) 172
Abahai see Hung Tayiji
Abaqa (son of Hülegü) 50, 52, 130
Abbasid Caliphate 33, 122, 129, 142
Abd al-Aziz b. Nadhr Muḥammad (Togha-Timurid Khan) 300–1
Abd al-Aziz Sulṭān b. Ubayd Allāh Khan 279n
Abd al-Karīm (Astrakhan Khan, d. 1514) 254, 257
Abd al-Karīm (Moghul Khan, d. 1591/2) 266
Abd al-Karīm b. Baltay (Sūfī Shaykh, fl. 1750s) 390
Abd al-Karīm Biy (Khoqand founder, fl. 1740) 400–1
Abd al-Latif b. İbrahim (Kazan Khan) 248
Abd al-Latif b. Küchkünji (Abu'l-Khayrid Khan) 285
Abd al-Latif b. Ulugh Beg (Timurid descendant) 197, 200
Abd al-Malik b. Munafar (Bukharan leader) 409
Abd al-Mu'min b. 'Abd Allāh (Abu'l-Khayrid Khan) 297–8
Abd al-Mu'min b. Abu'l-Fayz (Bukhara Khan) 395
Abd al-Quddūs b. Iskandar (Abu'l-Khayrid Khan) 295
Abd al-Rahmān Aftābcī (Khoqand leader) 410
'Abd Allāh b. İskandar (Abū'l Khayrid Khan, r. 1583–98) 197, 281, 283, 287–8, 289–90, 295–9, 300
'Abd Allāh b. Küchükünji (Abu'l Khayrid Khan, r. 1540) 285, 287
'Abd ar-Rahman al-Ūtuz-Īmānī (religious leader) 389
'Abd as-Salām b. 'Abd ar-Raḥīm (religious leader) 377
'Abdallah b. Ulugh Beg (Timurid descendant) 223
Abdul-Rashid b. Sa’d (Moghul Khan) 266n
'Abdullāh b. Muslim, Ima’m 376–7
Abdullāh Khan 9, 80, 131, 183
Abishqa (Chaghaidaï descendant) 49
Ablay Khan b. Wali Sulṭān (Qazaq leader) 370–1
Abu Bakr, Caliph 242ff
Abū Sa’d b. Küchükünji (Abu'l-Khayrid Khan) 281, 285
Abū Sa’d b. Muhammad Mtranshaḥīt (Timurid ruler) see Sulṭān-Abū Sa’d 281
Abū Sa’d (last Ilkhanate ruler) 57, 79, 93
AbūSa’d Qara Qoyunlu 191
Abū Yazīd Bīstānī 123
Abu’l-Fayz (brother of Ubaydallāh, Bukhara Khan) 393, 394, 395
Abu'l-Ghāzī b. 'Arab Muḥammad (Khwārazm Khan) 301
Abu'l-Ghāzī b. İlbär (Khiva Khan) 394
Abu'l-Ghāzī Bahādur Khan (historian) 221, 221n, 222, 224n, 225n, 226, 230, 231, 233, 234

Note on alphabetization: All Mongol and other Asian personal names are listed in the fullest form in which they appear in the text, without inversion, except in a few cases of major literary or religious figures who are well known under the last element of their names. n = footnote.
Abu'l-Gha¯  zı¯ (Bukharan puppet khan) 395
Abu'l-Gha¯  zı¯ Sultan (Arabshahi leader) 234
Abu'l-Khayr Khan (Qazaq leader, d. 1748) 368–9
Abu'l-Khayr Khan (Uzbek leader, d. 1468) 191, 194, 201, 237–8, 251
death 226, 291, 369
expansionist campaigns 222–6, 291
internal conflicts 294–6, 297–8
military tactics 296–7
Abu'l-Mambat Khan (Qazaq leader) 368, 369–70
Abu'l-Qa¯  sim Babur b. Baysunghur (Timurid descendant) 197–8, 200–1
Abunai (Chakhar Khan) 342
Achaemenid Empire 141
Adai (descendant of Temüge) 163
Adai (descendant of Temüge) 163
Adaqlï(-Khïzïr) (Türkmen tribe) 233–4
Adshead, S.A.M. 4
A¯ fa¯  q Khwa¯  ja (and followers) 268–9, 271, 275
Aghbarji Jinong (brother of Toghto-bukha) 164, 165
agriculture 35, 61, 63, 179, 404
failing yields 91
manuals 137–8
Qing 273, 274, 335–6
relocation of colonies/specialists 136
taxation 98–100, 205
unsuitability of terrain 265
Ahacu 334
Ahrārt family 295
Ahmad Hājjī Beg Duldai 209
Ahmad Jalayir (Turko-Mongolian leader) 185
Ahmad Kānīn see Makhdum-i Āzam
Ahmad Khan b. Kichi-Muhammad (Great Horde leader) 253
Ahmad Khan (Jochid descendant) 222, 251
Ahsān (Jurchen) 51
Ahsān b. Ahsān (son of Hulegu) 123–4
Ahsān b. Ahsān (son of Hulegu) 123–4
Alabkar, (Mughal) Emperor 216, 287
'Ala¯  al-Dawla b. Baysunghur (Timurid descendant) 192, 197
'Ala¯  al-Dawla Simnānī see Simnānī
Alan Ghō'ā (legendary figure) 20–1, 201
Alan people 136
Alaqush (Tegin Quri) (Önggüt leader) 24
Alaşh (Qazaq ancestor) 365–6
alban 'tax' 97
albāta `taxable private property' 97
alcoholic beverages, production/consumption 150
Alcu Bolud (offspring of Dayan Khan) 166
Aldī Er ('Forest People' leader) 18
Alghu (grandson of Chaghadai) 49, 50–1, 52, 61, 129
Alghu Temūr (rebel prince) 42
'Alī b. Ibrahīm (Kazan Khan) 248
'Alī Quli Khan (Qızılbash governor) 296–7
'Alī Sultan b. Uрук Temūr (Oğodei usurper) 59, 65
'Alika Kükeltaš (Timurid Emir) 190, 192
'Ålim-Qul (Qirghiz/Khoqand leader) 402, 407
'Ålim "The Tyrant" (Khoqand Khan) 401
Allah-Quli b. Muhammad Raḥīm (Qongrat Khan) 399
Allah-Yār (Kasimov Khan) 258
Almaqlī 31, 51
as Chaghadaiid capital 47, 59
Altai Mountains 370
Altan (Golden) Khan, title of 9–10, 19, 346
Altan Khan (grandson of Dayan Khan) 5, 169–72, 176, 338
Amīn b. Yādgīr (Jochid descendant) 227
Amīr Husayn (grandson of Qazghan) 131, 183–4
Amīr Khusrau Dihlavī 210
Hashīsh Bihīsh (Eight Paradises) 211–12
Amīrānshāh (son of Temūr) 185, 186, 189
amirs duties 289–90
political significance/activism 189–90, 301–2, 392, 393, 398–9
relations between 286–9
relations with government 298
use of title 279, 396–7
Amū Darya (Khwārazm) region 277, 282, 393, 400
Amursana (Khoyd chief) 352
An Tong, General 51
Ananda (grandson of Qubilai) 41
Andijan, building of 62
Anna Ivanovna, Empress 368–9
Anūshā Khan b. Abu'l-Ghāzī (Khwārazm Khan) 301, 392
appangement, system of 37–9, 280–2, 294, 302
Aq Orda ('White Horde') 81, 82
Aq Qoyunlu people 202
Aq Saraylı (historian) 98
Ara Bolud (son of Dayan Khan) 166
Arabi 96
'Arabshāh (Jochid descendant) 224
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Chaghadaid dynasty/territory (cont.)
genealogy 45
geographical extent 114, 278
institutional development 89
internal divisions 182–3, 261–2
languages/ethnicity 116–17, 119
military role within Empire 60
religion/culture 64–6, 122, 128–33
Ulus Chaghatay (Transoxania) 60, 66
Chaghban (interpreter/translator) 137
Chakhverd people 179, 181
Banners 341–2
conflicts with Qing 333, 341
Chakhundorji (Khalkha Khan) 346
Chakrı¯ and Chingı¯z Oghla¯n (Golden Horde Khan) 239
Chalal (interpreter/translator) 137
Chalal-Qazaqs 384
Changshi Khan (grandson of Du’a) 58–9, 64
Chao Hung (Song diplomat) 27, 28
Chapar (son of Qaidu) 40, 54–6, 130
Cheboksary (city) 309–10
Chekü, Amı¯r (supporter of Temür) 184
Chengzong, Emperor see Temür Khan
Cherniaev, M.G., Maj.-Gen. 407–8
Chimgi-Tura (city) 227, 250
Chimkent 371
China
alcoholic beverages 150
art 149–50
economy 89–90, 94–5
foreign relations/trade 140–1, 266, 270–1
independence of Mongol Empire 73–4
languages 9
(mangement of) trade routes 260–1
medicine 148–9
military technology 34, 150–1
Mongol takeover/rule 3, 89–93, 141, 147
movement of Mongol capital to 76
natural disasters 91
relations with Mongolia 115n, 189, 381
reputation for intelligence/learning 152–3
sons: conflicts over succession 31–3; grants of territory 37–9, 46–7, 67, 113–14
will 94
Chinggisid House, Qazaq Chingisids 366, 373, 398
control of Empire/portions thereof see Chaghataids; Chinggis Khan; Golden Horde; Ilkhanate; Mongol Empire; Ögödeids; Yuan dynasty
legitimacy 95–6, 120–1, 171
return to Mongol leadership 165–8, 227–8, 277–8, 283–4
Chingünjav (Khalkha rebel leader) 352
Chowdur (Turkmen tribe) 392
Christians/Christianity
conversions to 69, 310, 328
governmental enforcement 381
missionaries 22, 24, 44, 78–9
persecution 59, 65
spread in Mongol regions 24, 42, 44, 65
see also Russian Orthodox Church
Chöbän (military commander) 90
Chuvash people/language 115n, 249, 328, 381–2
Cisoxania 282, 285
Clement V, Pope 44
climatic conditions, economic impact 91
clothing, religious/prestigious 388–9
see also textile industry
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, Xanadu 40
colonization (Russian) 309, 326–7, 375
communications systems 144–6
Constantinople, fall to Crusaders 102
Cossacks
conquest of Siberia 257–8, 312–13
raids on other neighbouring states 315, 319, 322
settlements 370, 375
see also Qazaqs
Crimea 73, 77, 102–3, 115n, 239–40
Crimean Khanate 246, 255–8, 307, 321–2
influence in neighbouring Khanates 247–8, 255
Ottoman control 256–8, 321–2

duplicit y 29
legacy 184–5, 338–9, 344–5
legislation 34–5, 67, 97
marital alliances 24
marriage 28–9
military/political objectives 3, 113
political manoeuvres 25, 29
religion 134
rise to power 19, 22, 28–30, 157, 177
sons: conflicts over succession 31–3; grants of territory 37–9, 46–7, 67, 113–14
will 94
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relations with Russia 304, 306, 316, 321–2
socio-political structure 249–50, 255–6
Crimean War (1853-6) 407

cultural exchange 3–4, 35–6, 111–12, 135–54
agency 141–2
by appropriation 149, 153–4
direction 142–3
fine arts 149–50
global/historical significance 153–4
resources 141–2
scientific/technological 138–40, 150–1
Cuman people/Cumania 68–9, 70–1, 116

currency 61–2, 76–7, 80, 82, 90–1, 238, 239,
253–4, 293

TIMURID 157

Da Qing dynasty 157

Dāftar-i Chingiz Nāma (anom.) 259

Daghistan, as centre of Islamic study 245, 388

Dalai Lama
creation/nature of office 171–2
political role 338, 347–8, 350, 351
relations with Zunghars 268–9, 338, 345,
346–8
see also names of incumbents

Daniil, Prince of Galich 75

Dāniyāl Bīy Atalqī (Bukharan leader) 302

Danyal Bi Mangghït (Uzbek amir) 302

Darayisun (post-Yuan Khan) 167

Dawachi (Zunghar leader) 352

Dawlat-Berdī b. Taš-Tımuḥ (Crimean Khan) 256

Dawlat-Girāy b. Mubārak-Girāy (Kazan Khan) 257

Dawlat Shaykh Oghlan (Jochid descendant) 222

Dayan Khan (Batu Môngke) 165–8, 176, 338
descendants/legacy 166, 168
historical assessment 167–8

Dayicing Tayiji (grandson of Altan Khan) 169

Dayisung Khan see Toghto-bukha

De Weese, Devin 241

debt slavery 94–5

Dede Qorqut (epic cycle) 118, 118n

Delbeg (post-Yuan khan) 161, 163

Delhi 52–3, 54, 213

Děnes, Palatine 71
deportations 94

Dge-lungspa sect 338

Dīn-Hāmid b. Ismaṭ̣ (Noghay Khan) 244

Dīn Muḥammad Şultān (Uzbek leader, fl. 1539) 234

Dīn Muḥammad (Toghra-Timurid Khan, d. 1598) 282, 298–9
disease
social/economic impact 91, 105
spread of 4

Dmitri Ivanovich, Prince (Dmitriii Donskoi)
80–1, 82, 307

Dobruja 245

Dominican Order 68–9

Don (river) 245

Döregene (wife of Ögödei) 72

Dōre Temür (son of Du’a) 58

Dost Muḥammad Khan of Afghanistan 398
dowager princesses, numbers/ accommodation 91

Du’a (Duwa) b. Baraq (Chaghadaid Khan)
51–2, 53, 54–5, 64, 130

Dughlat people 182, 184, 193, 194, 262, 268

Durmān people 288–9

Eastern Europe, Mongol conquests in 12

Edigü (White Horde/Manghit leader) 84, 85,
115, 118, 222, 237–40, 241–2
education, religious 65, 207

Egypt see Mamlûks

Eight Banners 340–1

Eight White Tents (Chinggisid icon) 166, 181

Elbeg (post-Yuan Khan) 161, 162, 163

Eljigidei (son of Du’a) 58, 64

Eltüzér Inaŋ (Qongrat Khivan Khan) 399

Emba (river) 241, 244–5

emir see amir

Engke Jorigtu (post-Yuan Khan) 161

Engke Temür of Hami, murder of 162

entrainment ceremony 283–4, 291–2, 295
envoys, reception of 286

Er-‘Alī b. Abū́l-Khayr (Qazaq Khan) 369

Erdeni Juu, temple of 172

Erke Khonggor Eje b. Ligdan (Chakhar Khan)
341–2

Erketü Khatun (wife of Altan Khan) 176

Ersarî (Türkmen ancestor) 231

Ersarî tribe 231, 234

Esen-Boqa (son of Du’a) 56

Esen Bugha Khan (of Moghulistan) 225

Esen-eli (Türkmen tribal grouping) 232, 233

Esen Khan (Oirat leader) 163–5, 176, 336, 338
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Euclid 138
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Evstratov, I.V. 74
exploshives see gunpowder
Fāz’il Töre (Bukharan puppet khan) 395
Fadällah b. Rubzbihan Isfahani (historian)
  226–7
Faraj, (Mamlük) sultan 186
Faridân Ghâzî Khan 235
Farmer, David L. 107
Fars (Timurid city)
  conflicts over 200–1
  as cultural centre 195
Fayz-Khan al-Kābulī (Sūfī Shaykh) 390
Fedor I, Tsar 310, 313, 324
Ferghana Valley 393–4, 400–1
  as trading centre 205–6
Finno-Ugric peoples/languages 119, 249, 380–2
firearms, (military) use of 214–15
Fīrūzshāh (Timurid Emir) 190–1
Ferdor I, Tzar 310, 313, 324
Ferghana Valley 393–4, 400–1
  as trading centre 205–6
Finno-Ugric peoples/languages 119, 249, 380–2
Fizil Töre (Bukharan puppet khan) 395
Fadallah b. Rubzbihan Isfahani (historian)
  226–7
Faraj, (Mamlük) sultan 186
Faridân Ghâzî Khan 235
Farmer, David L. 107
Fars (Timurid city)
  conflicts over 200–1
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Fayz-Khan al-Kâbulî (Sūfī Shaykh) 390
Fedor I, Tsar 310, 313, 324
Ferghana Valley 393–4, 400–1
  as trading centre 205–6
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Fīrūzshāh (Timurid Emir) 190–1
Ferdor I, Tzar 310, 313, 324
Ferghana Valley 393–4, 400–1
  as trading centre 205–6
Finno-Ugric peoples/languages 119, 249, 380–2
Galdan (Zunghar leader, d. 1697) 268–9, 270, 270, 309, 386–8, 349
Galtantsering (Zungbar leader, d. 1745) 271, 351–2
Gaozu, (Han) Emperor 161
Gauhar Shad see Gawarshad
Gawarshad (wife of Shâhrukh) 190–1, 192, 196, 202
Genghis Khan see Chinggis Khan
Genoa 103–4
geography, study/collection of information
  138, 151–2
Geresenje (son of Dayan Khan) 166, 168, 170
Ghâyüb Khan (Qazag leader) 398
Ghâzân Khan (son of Arghun) 52, 62, 90, 96, 119
  conversion to Islam 123–5, 145
  economic reforms 93, 97, 98, 137–8
Ghazna, struggles for control of 52–3, 57
Ghiyâth al-Dîn Pîr Aḥmad Khwâfi (Timurid governor) 191
Ghiyâth al-Dîn Tarkhan (Timurid Emir) 190–1
Ghûrid dynasty 15
Giano, Bartolomeo di 106
Girây dynasty 255–7, 258, 322
Goes, Bento de, SJ 267
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Golden Horde 5, 48, 68–85, 114–15, 246, 249, 256, 304
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  currency 76–7, 80, 82
  disintegration 79–81, 85, 93, 237, 240–1
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  religion 78–9, 122, 125–8, 390
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Goncharov, E. Iu. 74
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goods, movement of 140–1
  grain, trade in 374–5
Great Horde 240, 242–3, 304, 319
Great Wall of China 158
  guardianship 24, 24
Grekov, Boris D. 81
Grey Horde 114
Guangning (Chinese city), conflict over 179
Güchülük (Qara Khitai Khan) 13, 23–4, 30–1, 33, 37, 47
Gulbadan Begim (daughter of Babur) 214
Gûn Bilig Mergen (brother of Altan Khan) 169, 170
Güng Temür (post-Yuan khan) 161, 162
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Gurii (Grigorii Rigotin), Archbishop of Kazan 310
Güüshi Khan (Khoshut leader) 350
Güyük, Great Khan (son of Ögedei) 32, 43, 48, 55, 139
election 72–3
H. abash (Arabshahid descendant) 234
H. afi z.-i Abru (historian) 195, 204
H. afi z. (Persian poet) 210
H. afi z. al-Kabir (religious scholar) 65
hagiographies 123, 132–3
Haixi dynasty (division of Jurchen) 334–5
H. ajji Beg Barlas 183
H. ajji-Giray b. Ghiyas ad-Din (Crimean Khan) 256
H. ajji-Muhammad Khan 240–1, 242, 251–2
Hakim Ata, Saint 250
Hambaghai (early Mongol leader) 21, 22
Hammer-Purgstall, Joseph von 81
H. ammu yı, Sadr al-Din (Sufi leader) 123, 124
H. ammu yı, Sadr al-Din Ibrahim 124–5
Han dynasty 261, 333
H. anafı legal school 207
H. aqq-Nazar b. Qasim Khan (Qazaq leader) 244, 364
H. aydar, Mirza Muhammad (historian) see Mirza Muhammad Haydar Dughlat
Habir b. Shah Murad, Amir (Bukharan leader) 284, 396–7
Hayton (Het’um), Prince of Armenia 153
heir apparent, office/title of 280, 293
Helin province see Mongolia
Henry II, Duke, of Silesia 70
Herat, as Timurid capital 190, 198, 200, 205–7
architectural development 211
conflicts over 203, 212, 223, 291, 293–4, 296–7
as cultural centre 208–12
He’tun see Hayton
Höölün (mother of Chinggis Khan) 28
Hong Li, Emperor see Qianlong Emperor
Hong Taiji (Qing Emperor), 333, 337–8, 339, 340, 342, 344–5, 357, 359: see also Hung Tayiji
Hongwu Emperor (Zhu Yuanzhang/Ming Taizu) 91, 160, 174–5
horses
role in Chinese economy 334
role in Mongol aims/strategy 112–13
Huizong, Emperor see Toghun Temür
Hülegi dynasty see Ilkhanate
Hülegü 39, 40, 49–50, 76, 79, 90, 98, 114, 127, 136
conflict with ‘Abbásids 142
conflict with family rivals 143
scientific interests 138–9
Humayûn, (Moghul) Emperor 213, 216
Hung Tayiji, (Qing) Emperor 157, 180–1; see also Hong Taiji
Hungary 9
Mongol invasion 69, 70–2
religion 68–9
Hurufî sect 191, 196
Hüsam ad-Dîn b. Sharaf ad-Dîn al-Bulgharî (religious writer) 390
Husayn b. Janbek (Astrakhan Khan) 254
Hüsâm Bayqara (Timurid ruler) see Sultan-Hüsâm Bayqara
Iakubovskii, A.I. 81n, 84
’Ibâd Allâh b. Iskandar (Abû-l-Khayrid Khan) 295
İbâq Khan (Shibanid descendant) 252, 252–2, 253
Ibn al-Aqâmî (Caliphate statesman) 90
Ibn al-Fuwatî (historian) 59, 130
Ibn al-Nafis (Egyptian polymath) 138
Ibn al-Nafa’t (historian) 99, 130
Ibn Khaldûn (polymath) 91
Ibn Taymiyya (religious scholar) 125
İbrîhim b. Mahmûd (Kazan Khan) 247
İbrîhim b. Muhammed-Tülük, İmâm 376–7
Ibrahim (Oirat leader) 167
İbrahim Sultan b. Şâhrûkh (grandson of Temür) 190, 191–2, 195
İkhtiyâr ad-Dîn b. Ghiyât ad-Dîn al-İhusaynî 207
İl-Arslan (Khwarazm leader) 14n
İlbîrs (Arabshahid descendant, d. 1622) 234
İlbârs Khan (of Khiva, d. 1740) 394
İlchi Temür see Taishi Oghlan
Ilkhanate
conflicts with ‘Abbásids 142–3
conflicts with other Mongol states 52, 55, 56–7, 143
disintegration 93, 102, 185
founding 114, 127
institutional development 89
rebel groups 96
religion 122–3
scientific/medical interests 138–9
Timurid claim to 183
trade/revenues 97–8, 102, 103–4
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Imām Quli b. Din Muḥammad (Togh¬Timurid Khan) 282, 299–300
Inanch Bilge Bögi Khan (Naiman leader) 23
India
languages 16–17
Mongol incursions 54
Timurid invasion 214–15
Inner Horde (Qazaq migrants to Russia) 371–2, 375
Innocent IV, Pope 36–7, 43
Iran
independence of Mongol Empire 73–4
inter-tribal relations 288–9
mints 101–2
occupation of Mongol/Central Asian territory 394–6
trade 90, 101–2
see also Ilkhanate
Iraq, Mongol rule 90
Irbit 385
Irđana Bıy (Khoqand leader) 401
Irtysh (river) 244, 313, 363, 368, 370
‘Isa Kelemachi (‘Isa the Interpreter’) 139
Išen Bugha (Moghul Khan) 264–5
Isfandiyaר Sultan (Arabshahi leader) 234
Išim (Qazaq Khan, d. 1628) 364, 367
Išim Sultan (Qazaq Khan, d. 1797) 369
Iṣhterek Bıy (Noghai leader) 319
Iṣkandar b. Janibek (Abū’l-Khayrid Khan) 281, 295
Iṣkandar b. ‘Umar Shaykh (grandson of Temür) 189, 190, 195
Iṣkandar Qaraqoyunlu 191
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attitudes towards unbelievers 94, 106, 107–8
communication networks 145–6
conventional scholarship on 121–2
conversions to 15n, 41, 62, 65–6, 75, 120–1, 123–5, 130–1, 132, 221–2n, 230, 252, 262
education/scholarship 65, 129, 207, 376, 385, 387–91; significant trends 389
European diasporas 84–5
imposition in Mongol territories 58, 78, 127–8, 130–1, 132–3
legitimising role 121, 242, 252–3
political ideology 280
political influence 290–1
pre-existence in Mongol-occupied territories 128–9
resistance to 131–2
in Russian territories 310, 375–9, 381–91; revival 377–9, 387–91; Spiritual Assemblies 377, 386–7
Shī’a vs. Sunnī 125, 207
slavery under 94
spread in Mongol territories 4, 64, 65–6, 115, 116–17, 120–34, 252–3, 280
Sunni 216–17
suppression 42–3, 63–4, 133–4, 328–9, 381; calls for 378
survival in conquered territories 310
in Timurid empire 196
see also Hanafī; Shārī’a; Sufism
İslâm-Gıra’y b. Muḥammad-Gıra’y (Crimean Khan) 255
İsmā’il b. Bıy b. Mūsā (Noghay Khan) 243–4, 306
İsmā’il (Chaghāhādīy Khan) 268
İsyk-Kul, Lake/region 57, 407–8
Christian community 65
Italy
slave trade 105–6, 108
surnames 106n
Iurii Vsevolodovich, Grand Prince 69–70
Ivan III, Grand Prince of Muscovy 248, 253, 304, 307–8
Ivan IV ‘the Terrible’, Grand Prince/Tsar 31, 246, 303, 304–6, 311, 380, 405
Ivan Kalita, Prince 79
Izz al-Dīn Kāī Kā’ūs II 98
Jābbār-Bīrī (son of Toqtamīsh) 239
Jagiello, Grand Duke, of Lithuania 81
Jāhāngīr, (Mughal) Emperor 287, 300
Jāhāngīr (Qazaq Khan, d. 1652) 364, 367
Jāhāngīr (son of Temür) 186
Jāhāngīr b. Būkāy (Qazaq Khan, d. 1845) 373, 377
Jālāl ad-Dīn (son of Toqtamīsh) 237, 238–9
Jālāyīrī, Qādirī ‘Ali-Bēk (historian) 251–2, 259, 390
jām (postal relay system) see yām
Jamāl ad-Dīn, Shaykh 262
Jamāl ad-Dīn (astronomer) 138
Jamāl Qarshī (Muslim writer) 130
Ja’mī, ‘Abd al-Rahămīn 208, 210–11
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